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Eliminate fraud and realize absolute confidence  
in your payment transactions.  
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The Vendor Management Challenge
Accounts Payable departments are tasked with making timely and accurate payments to 

vendors, but there are many roadblocks that make this process challenging. Today’s AP process 

for paying vendors is insecure and cumbersome, requiring time-intensive call backs to vendors.  

 

The problem is compounded by the fact that cybercriminals routinely attack organizations' 

vendor payments process using Business Email Compromise (BEC) and other social engineering 

scams which target not only the AP teams but also the vendors themselves. With BEC, criminals 

submit phony invoices and payment instructions as well as amend and redirect legitimate 

payments. The situation is getting worse every year. The FBI reported that U.S. losses from BEC 

exceeded $1.75 Billion in 2019, up 25% from $1.3 Billion in 2018.  

 

The Authoriti Solution 

Fortunately, Authoriti has developed a simple and effective cloud service that secures vendor 

payments and eliminates vendor payment fraud.  With the Authoriti Permission Code® 

platform, the invoice payment process is simple, the attack surface for fraud is eliminated, and 

existing IT programs and processes are not impacted. Accounts Payable teams can easily 

validate whether an invoice or request is genuine. 

 

  
 
The Permission Code Payments Process  

As shown in the diagram, vendors submit a Permission Code smart PIN (PC) with their invoice or 

payment change request.  The smart PIN contains details of the vendor and the invoice/change 

request.  With a quick validation of the PC, the paying organization gains absolute confidence 

and trust in the transaction, regardless of the channels used (email, phone, fax, online, etc.). 
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The Benefits: Simplicity and Security  

The Permission Code platform offers the following benefits 

to Accounts Payable departments and their vendors: 

● Definitive confirmation that your vendor’s invoice is 

authentic 

● Simple validation that the changes to payment 

instructions are authentic 

● Elimination of call-backs to vendors for verifications 

● Enhanced security by embedding transaction details 

as well as vendor identity in the PC 

● Simple to deploy and easy to operate, for both 

vendors and buyers 

 

Permission Code smart PINs are dynamic and only 

authorize the specific transaction for which they were 

generated. Even if a PC was somehow intercepted, it could 

only be used for the originally requested transaction. 

 

With the Authoriti Permission Code, the opportunity for 

fraud is completely eliminated! 

 

About the Permission Code 

With vendor payments, vendors simply provide a Permission Code smart PIN to authorize their 

desired transaction. Because it is originated and digitally signed by the vendor, the PIN can be 

embedded with both the vendors’ identity and details of the transaction. Upon receipt, the 

paying agent makes a simple web service call to Authoriti, which validates that the correct 

vendor generated the code and that the transaction details are authorized for execution. 

 

About Authoriti 

The Authoriti Network was founded in 2017 to identify new approaches to prevent misuse of 

Identifiers and Personally Identifiable Information. Our founders have significant leadership 

experience dealing with InfoSec at-scale in the world's leading financial institutions. Authoriti 

develops the Authoriti Permission Code® platform, which puts control of transactions in the 

hands of the customer and gives institutions the confidence that transactions are authorized.   

 

Frictionless security. Delivered.™ 


